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What is Instagram?
Instagram is a photo and video-sharing social media network. It is a visual tool that can increase awareness of your services, keep customers
up to date on what you’re up to, and build partnerships,

• Reach an attentive audience
Instagram has over 700 million monthly active users, less competition,
and a more engaged audience than the other social media giants.

• Build community
Transit agencies are in the business of connecting people and places;
leverage this! Reveal the human side of your agency to build
community, foster trust, and resonate with customers.

• Show off what you do – on the street and behind the
scenes
With Instagram you can spotlight your operators, feature your
customers and riders, and give your fleet some personality! Take
advantage of local scenery and landmarks.

How do I get started?
Since Instagram is so visual, it is one of the simpler social media platforms to launch and maintain – there aren’t too many bells and whistles.
Setting up an account is easy, but you should have a strategy.

• Facebook first
To get started, all you need is an active Facebook business
account.

• Have a plan (but allow for spontaneity)
Think about how often you will post content. Review your
calendar each quarter to mark days/events that are good
opportunities to capture engaging photos. And don’t hesitate to
post that amazing photo you just unexpectedly captured

• Curate content
Images should reflect your agency’s values, communications
strategy, and customer base/audience. Incorporate iconic features
of your region. Plan both short-term and ongoing campaigns (e.g.
Transportation Tuesdays or the Drive Less Challenge).

I’ve made my account and I have a strategy. What’s next?
Start posting photos! You don’t have to be a professional photographer, but once you start using Instagram and its supporting tools, you
might start to feel like one.

• Visually capture people’s attention
Striking colors, strong visuals, and high contrast will grab your followers.
Instagram’s filters and editors make it easy to go from “drab to fab.”
Images with faces are the most engaging, so make sure to include people
once in awhile.

• “Follow” relevant organizations & businesses
You build your audience and presence by following others. Follow your
key partners and stakeholders, and most will follow you back. Also follow
and engage with other transit agencies to learn what they’re up to and
get new ideas.

• Collaborate and @mention others
Instagram is one of the strongest social media channels for highlighting
partners and sharing success stories. Support key stakeholders, sponsors,
local businesses, and other agencies by “liking,” commenting, and
tagging with the @.

Any other tips?
• Expand your reach with #hashtags
Hashtags can be specific or general - what’s important is that they
are relevant. Make sure to also create your agency hashtag and
use it! #hashtageverypost

• Post videos occasionally
Instagram allows video posts of up to 1 minute, but keep it as
short as possible (26 seconds is average). Videos need to grab
attention within the first 3 seconds or viewers will move along.
Add text, music, or create an interesting video “cover.”

• Build anticipation
Big event or change coming up? Pique your followers’ curiosity by
offering a “sneak peak” or a visual hint before the announcement.

• Get Boomerang
As an Instagram add-on, Boomerang captures a 2-second video
clip and loops it. Perfect for transportation agencies that are on
the move!

More on #hashtags
• Tip #1
Instagram allows up to 30 hashtags per post. Although there
are differing opinions, best practice is 3-6 hashtags per post (in
time you’ll figure out what works best for you).

• Tip #2
Don’t use the same hashtags all the time. Change it up to reach
different audiences and ensure your hashtags reflect the
subject of your post/photo.

• Tip #3
Follow relevant hashtags to know what’s trending in your field.
Posts with the hashtag will come up in your feed so you’ll see
what others are up to.

• Tip #4
Create your own agency hashtag and follow it. Then you’ll see
when others use your hashtag, allowing you to engage with
them (and maybe glean some new ideas for content!).

Useful (and free!)
social media management
tools

Adobe Spark
Online graphic design app. Easily create eye-catching images that stand out on social media. Use it to give a photo extra pizazz, create
photo collages, tell stories, create invitations, and refine images for newsletters.

The Noun Project
Website that aggregates and catalogs symbols from around the world. Search for any keyword to find icons and icon collections.
Helps you create a clean and consistent brand – no design skills necessary!

Hootsuite
Manage and view all of your platforms at once with this social media management platform. The dashboard supports social network
integrations for Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, Google+ and YouTube.

Thank you!
Valerie Egon, Program Manager
Westside Transportation Alliance
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